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Z V E Z D O L I K I  ensemble 
 

 

‘maría de buenos aires’ 
  a tango-operita by astor piazzolla & horacio ferrer 

 
‘ ahora que es la hora y que un rumor de yerba mora trasnocha en tu silencio, por un poro de esto asfalto yo habré de 
conjurar tu voz.. ahora que es la hora. ‘ 

 

 

maría de buenos aires . raphaële green, mezzo 
el payador . alejandro fonte, tenor 
el duende . annemie vandaele, reciter 

 

oriana dierinck, flute .  gwen cresens, bandoneon . 

wietse beels, tatjana scheck, violin . marie ghitta, viola . celine flamen, cello . 

lucas eubel frontini, double bass . anke steenbeke, piano . 

hendrik braeckman, guitar . wouter willems, josé vindel, percussion . 
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‘maría de buenos aires’ is a tango opera with music by astor piazzolla and libretto by horacio ferrer which 
premiered at the sala planeta in buenos aires in 1968.   it is a surreal story about a young woman – maría - who 
lives in the slums of buenos aires and is known to ‘be born when god was drunk. with a curse in her voice’.   one 
night, in an obscure bar in the city center, she is being seduced by the sounds of the tango music, and is killed 
by some underground figures.  after her death, her shadow wanders through the streets of buenos aires. 

technical requirements 

. 13 chairs without armrests  

. 1 double bass chair  

. 17 music stands with light 

. tuned grand piano (Grand Steinway D, or similar) 

. drum kit 

. marimba 

. xylophone 

. vibraphone 

. stage lighting 

. three stage hands (for set-up, lighting and sound) 

. amplification of the speaker. Depending of the acoustics of the concert hall, also singers and some of the 
instruments might need slight amplification, because of the balance.  

 

. four individual dressing rooms   

. two larger dressing rooms M/F  

. basic catering at venue for 16 pax (musicians and staff) 

. if possible : three or four free parking spaces alongside the venue 

. complementary tickets : 8 (eight). 

 
bookings & info  

ariën, arts and music management bvba (belgium).  +32 (0)9 330 39 90 or 91.  arien@telenet.be 

pascale montauban (mobile phone : + 32 (0)496 222 515) 

 


